Fault Diagnosis of Complex Processes Using Sparse Kernel Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis.
As an outstanding discriminant analysis technique, Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) gained extensive attention in supervised dimensionality reduction and fault diagnosis fields. However, it typically ignores the multimodality within the measured data, which may cause infeasibility in practice. In addition, it generally incorporates all process variables without emphasizing the key faulty ones when modeling the complex process, thus leading to degraded fault classification capability and poor model interpretability. To ease the above two drawbacks of conventional FDA, this brief presents an advantageously sparse local FDA (SLFDA) model, it first preserves the within-class multimodality by introducing local weighting factors into scatter matrix. Then, the responsible faulty variables are identified automatically through the elastic net algorithm, and the current optimization problem is subsequently settled through the feasible gradient direction method. Since then, the local data structure characteristics are exploited from both the sample dimension and variable dimension so that the fault diagnosis performance and model interpretability are significantly enhanced. In addition, we naturally extend SLFDA model to nonlinear variant (i.e., sparse kernel local FDA) by the kernel trick, which is substantially more resistant to strong nonlinearity. The simulation studies on Tennessee Eastman (TE) benchmark process and real-world diesel engine working process both validate that the novel diagnosis strategy is more accurate and reliable than the existing state-of-the-art methods.